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Spartans Arrive
By Special Train
•
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MONAGAN
PICKS 2
CHAIRMEN
Betty Behney, Clint
Ward Plan Mardi Gras
For the first time in the history
of the student body two people
will direct affairs for the Mardi
Gras, to be held March 13 or 20.
At its Tuesday night meeting the
Executive Committee approved
PS 4 President Bob Monagan's se
lection of Betty Behney and Clin
ton Ward for the co-cnairmanship.

ALL AGREED

Belief has been expressed that
the new take-off should work for
a better Mardi Gras. Bob Monagan says of his brain child: "It
provides an opportunity for girls
to be prominent in student body
activities and will give a more ef
ficient touch to various portions
of the affair."
Typically woman-like, Betty's
first statement was: "I'm awfully
excited about the opportunity. It
sounds quite fair and gives both
sexes a chance. Working together
will make for a better success."

CLINTON SAYS:

Fraternity
Rushing
Begins

The City," a highly recomended three-reel motion picture,
a's 'he main feature of assemy yesterday.
^ a thirty-minute movie
\ving the vivid contrasts of
, sl ar>d the worst urban de•k>pment in the United States.
ramatizes the hurrying crowd
c°nfusi°n of the modern mei u as comPared to the life
charming New England vil>ar 9 I?0ral of 'he picture is that
er year> our cities grow
nra
,ino, complex and less fit for
ire n 6 a&e °' rebuilding is
0 must remodel our old
G '
,Hes ancj build new communities
,
suited to our needs.
, a Picture was photographed
directed by Ralph Steiner and
'•'am Van Dyke.

Rule Changes Meaning
Of Legislation

New Sign-up Method
Used Next Week

Pacific Student Association
members will no longer be re
quired to pay an excise tax on
association cards in order to at
Changes in the rushing of pros tend College of Pacific and Stock
pective members of the three fra ton Junior College athletic con
ternities have been made this tests.
year. Men will follow a plan simi TAX A MISTAKE
lar to the one used for years by
According to Robert L. Breedthe sororities.
en, director of physical education,
his office had been advised to ap
SIGN-UP SHEET
All men interested in joining a ply the tax on all student cards
house are requested to indicate when the recent excise tax went
their desire in the dean's office on into effect on October 1, 1941.
the special sign-up sheet, which However, Breeden learned this
will be posted next Monday, Tues week that the new legislation
day and Wednesday between the does not apply to student organi
hours of 9 a. m. and 5 p. m. Only zations despite the fact that tax
those signing will be considered. officials had previously expressed
Other requirements for all ex the opinion that the tax should
cept entering freshmen, include a be collected.
cumulative G. P. A. of 1. for two ONLY FOR PROTECTION
semesters, or a 1.3 for the previ
"Sorry," said Breeden, "it was
ous semester. Also, infirmary and only for our own protection.
student body fees must be paid. There will be no further taxing
These rules apply to transfers.
of students attending football
BIDS NOT ASSURED
games."
This method is for information
as to which students wish to join
a fraternity; it does not guaran
tee membership bids.
Dean James Corson, Les Dow
and Bill Hunefeld will be avail
able for questions.

Clinton Ward agrees the new
arrangement will be a God-send.
"I think it's swell. There are a
lot of angles that can be improv
ed by a fellow and a girl working
together—the feminine touch, and
vice versa."
As to the choice, Ward said: "I
am pretty sure she's the right Crabbe 'Drafted'
person. I just hope I am."
As usual the dance will take For Charter
place in the Civic Memorial audi
torium. Methods of choosing can Membership
didates for queen, music, decora
tions, and everything are as yet
John Crabbe, director of radio
in the embryo stage since the co- at College of Pacific, has been
chairmen have but learned of requested to become a charter
their selection.
member of the Association for
Education by Radio by handling
CLASS POSITIONS
Betty is a junior and president the membership in the Stockton
of her house, Alpha Theta Tau. and Sacramento Valley area.
At present she is working for her This new organization is designed
elementary teachers' credential, to develop an instrumentality
senior Clinton Ward is varsity through which persons interested
quarterback, vice president of in education by radio may ex
Umega Phi, and a member of the change views and experience.
inter-fraternity council. His major
This national association will
ts art.
encourage experimentation and
Both are aiming for the biggest represents the educational radio
»nd best aMrdi Gras.
interests in connection with leg
islation, commission hearings,
conferences, and the like. One of
the purposes of the association
is the ultimate inclusion in the
National Education Association
as a member department.

Assembly Has
City* Picture

No More Grid
Taxes to
Be Collected

Student Trip
To Asilomar
Dec. 26-Jan. 2

The Asilomar region studentfaculty conference is to be held
this year at the Casa Del Rey
Hotel in Santa Cruz December 26
to January 2. Representatives
from Hawaii, California and Ari
zona will attend as part of the
representation of forty-five col
leges.
Dr. Mendenhall of Whittier
College is to be chapel leader,
while Gerald Kennedy, professor
at Stanford, and Dr. G. C. Stratton, professor of economics at the
University of California, are to
be the main sepakers.
A well planned recreational
program is to be held with the
annual baseball game between
Pomona and Occidental as the
main feature. The schools have
built a rivalry which is fought
out at the conference each year.
For discussion, the two main
points are "Re-evaluation of Our
Christian Faith," and "Social Re
construction." These are to be
round table discussions.

•

~

Alumni Events Are Spread
Over Eleven Full Days
Tonight new and old Pacificites form a serpentine
at precisely six o'clock on Stadium Drive in ordei to
bring to Baxter Stadium the one thousand San Jose
rooters arriving by special Western Pacific train.
Different living groups on the campus will provide
•much of the transportation in
the form of decorated trucks,
while many students will assem
ble, driving their own cars.

SAN JOSE
ARSONIST
CAPTURED

FIFTEEN-CAR TRAIN

The fifteen-car train arrives in
Stockton at 6:30 and the game it
self will start at 8:00.
A section and a half of the west
side of the stadium will be roped
After a night-long vigil, guard off for the active Pacific rooters,
ing the great Homecoming bon and the rally committee is asking
fire, valiant College of Pacific all possessors of rooter's caps to
sit together.
students yesterday morning cap
Spartan rooters will be picked
tured one San Jose State College up after the game by their train
fraternity member out of a group at the spur track in back of the
of ten Staters that repeatedly j campus
HOUSE
visited the campus Wednesday OPEN
After the game alumni open
night and early yesterday.
house will be held in Anderson
hall, providing refreshments and
HERO SCADDEN
a stomping ground for former
Captured at 7:30 a. m., after a students. This Homecoming pro
futile attempt at arson, was Dick gram is novel and thus should be
Barnett of San Jose, a member of added interest. The flexibility
of Alpha Delta Omega fraternity of the program should enable all
on the Spartan campus. Barnett alumni to attend several of the
was captured by Waymen "Dyn- affairs which will run over a pe
of eleven days.
mite" Scadden, S. J. C. student, riod
At nine o'clock on November 1
shortly after he had poured a there will be honorary society,
small quantity of gasoline at the breakfasts, followed by fraternity
base of the bonfire and touched and sorority luncheons.
a match to .the inf»ammable. See NEXT SATURDAY
ing that his attempts had been
The Pacific-Humboldt State
discovered, Barnett fled to a game begins at 2 p. m., followed
pump house at a ranch on the by the annual buffet supper for
north side of the Calaveras river alumni in the Student Christian
where he was later apprehended Association building.
Pacific's Little Theatre Home
by Scadden.
According to Barnett, about coming play, "The Man Who
eight cars of raiding-minded Came to Dinner," begins its first
State students left San Jose late performance that night at 8:30.
Wednesday night, but only two The play precedes the student as, sociation Homecoming dance honreached Stockton.
i noring all alumni who will be ad
QUESTIONED
mitted without charge.

Yell leader Boyd Thompson,
who led the local defense forces,
said yesterday that an automo
bile containing seven of the Spar
tans had been stopped and ques
tioned during the night, but had
later been released.
Pacificites who attempted to
raid the State campus in retalia
Editors and staff of the-* 1942
tion reported that
Spartan Naranjado have been chosen, and
guards had been posted as far all the necessary contracts for en
north as Livermore.
graving and printing were signed,
according to Editor Bill Hunefeld.
A SHAVED HEAD
Hunefeld has Jacquelyn Judge
His head shaved in three neat
swaths, Barnett was returned to for an assistant; Tom Bowe will
handle business; sports, mainly
San Jose last night.
football, will be under the direc
tion of Jack Toomay, assisted by
Daren McGavren; eBtty Morrison
Bring 'Em Back
and Margaret Stimman will cover
society, and Bill Maring will di
Alive for
rect art work. Miss Eleanor McCann is the faculty advisor.
Free Tickets
The staff is composed of Fran
ces
Bocek, Milton Valentine, Bette
Have you cockroaches in your
Hunefeld,
Eleanor Powell and
cupboard? If so capture them in
other members not named yet.
the nearest fruit jar (empty) and
One section of the book is al
rusli them over to the Little The most completed, and numerous
atre. If there are enough of them football players have been posing
If we told you that the womenVsenior men of Pacific have accu- it may mean free tickets to the for the staff photographer.
mulative grade point of 1.52 Pacific production of "The Man
of the College and of the country whereas the 80 women of their Who Came To Dinner."
No fooling—the script for the Rally Committee
were more intelligent than the class have boosted theirs to 1.63.
men, only half of you would be In the two classes together both "Man Who Came" demands a
lieve us, the feminine half, oth the men and women have a grade cockroach city, and DeMarcus Chooses Yell
Brown' demands realism. So the
erwise known as the better half. point of 1.53.
In keeping with the various
prop, department is quietly going
But,
dear
underraters
of
the
Instead we're going to prove to
homecoming
activities, the Rally
mad.
one and all that women are the weaker sex take notice that the
It looks like the only thing that Committee has selected the Paci
men's
grade
point
average
is
that
more intellectual by giving you
will save the situation is a mass fic yell for the first and second
some data we secured from the of 1.49 and the supposedly intel roach hunt. Pop all the "little var period pep rallies today.
senior college scholastic records. lectually inferior have one of 1.58. mints" you can catch into a cov
Pacific is spelled out three
Remember—the next time you
According to these Accurate tallies
times; slowly the first two times,
ered
jar
(with
air
holes),
label
the final three letters the
the 104 junior men nave a cumu are between a fellow and a gal with your name and the number
lative grade point amounting to in a midterm and stuck on ques of roaches, and bring to the The tempo is increased. Then the name
1.47, whereas the 92 junior wom tion nuumber five, be sensible and [ater office by October 30.
is repeated three times.
en average theirs to 1.54. The 205 copy from HER.

There's Just No Living With Them
Now, Men; Statistics Prove It

Judge Assists
Editor With
Naranjado
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Battle

BULL
PEN

Tonight will see action between the Tigers ancl their
Homecoming rivals—the deadly San Jose Spartans.
Feelings kept boiling by extra-authoritative mauraudings will finally break into the open—in the full view
of twelve thousand spectators.
The Spartan rooters—at least one thousand are ex
pected to view the contest—will be smugly awaiting
the smashing assaults which will continue their winning
streak, interrupted so far this season by two tie games.
The highly-favored San Joseans boast a team which
threatens to increase the high margin of last year's
battle.
Pacific backers—realizing that their squad boasts a
formidable, newly-found passing combination—will be
clamoring for a wide-open attack, essential to which is
the free and constant substitution of fresh, informed
players. They know that the new rule permitting re
peated player injection is being used to advantage by
opponent coaches; they also understand that any squad
which overlooks or ignores this freedom is injuring its
own chances to win.
The Aggie game furnished the confidence; the alum
ni Homecoming will present the occasion; it's up to the
Tiger gridders—all thirty-five of them—to supply the
upset.

By DON SEGEKSTROlq

Feeble Pyre
Last ditch San Jose efforts to burn the embryo
Homecoming bonfire prematurely were frustrated yes
terday with finality. The annual affair went off per
schedule.
However, perhaps the failure of rabid Spartan root
ers in their destruction attempts were aided somewhat
by the lethargy of the present frosh class.
Initiated in the softness of relaxed hazing regula
tions, the incoming students seem to have missed part
of the color, the tradition, and the pride of doing their
share for their school.
According to reports, the bonfire was a success only
because it did burn. Instead of being a mountain-high
memorial, it reached scarcely above a man's upstretched
hand—a feeble pyre to a liberated freshman class.

Collegiana
By JEAN FULLER
THE BOYS AT CAL . . .
are going to have a pajama party
sometime this week. It seems all
the little scholars get all dressed
up in their prettiest and loudest
pajamas, and then they all go
down to the Little Theatre and
yell and have stunts and games
and everything. Gee, it must be
just heaps of fun, being a great
big college boy in a great big
school like Cal. and get to run
around in your pajamas and
stuff.

PACIFIC
MUSIC
NOTES

A college campus is a count
club-like sanctuary, and perhit always shall be . . . But ,
carefully clipping the edges
this idyllic life is the federal g
ernment of our good nation
is not proper to think that t!
should not be expected . . . g
clipping, that is.
We in college have a tender
to carefully disregard anythj
which is foreign to our scene
cozy intellectual comfort. If g,
thing is strange or alien, we
the folks at home worry about
Soon it will be our worry, jstill we feign ignorance of the t
tional defense effort, the Germ;
siege of Moscow, excise tax, t|
drive to arm merchant vesse
the selective service and the i
varnished fact that it will aga
be our task to make the wor
safe for those who wish to thir,
speak, and worship God as th
choose.
We carefully disregard th
which is foreign to our scene, a
are bitter about the restraint th
has touched us and the new tax
we are forced to pay and the fe
that our buddies and boy frient
are in an army that seems i
away and futile.
The reality and the immensit
of it will someday be upon u
and we will be shocked and unpn
pared for a fight that may evolv
into a struggle to the death.
A college campus is a countr
club-like sanctuary and we sha
make some sacrifices to keep;
that way.

Last night a bonfire bun
signaling the beginning of a w
Welcome to the Annual Home during which it should be c
coming! Students and alumni right to be nostalgic. Some 1
alike have the opportunity for dreds of old grads will come b
WEEKLY news columns for the past weeks have ex
good times during the homecom to Pacific during this week to
pounded the pressing need of roaches for the coming
ing season. This year two week together, to dance, to talk, i
Little Theatre production. It seems that property girl
ends will afford pleasure to those to remember.
Ann Rhodes, Director DeMarcus Brown, and Manager
who return to their alma mater.
We will look at them and t
Art Farey have been more than insistent that the
will look at us. They will rem
original script be followed in connection with "bug city."
Forrest Honnold and Eugene ber when they were such as
In case past efforts have not succeeded, the follow
Lancelle are again alternating as We will wonder what we will
ing facts are presented for what they are worth.
turn-table men for the Carnegie like when we are such as tl
The WEEKLY is published at the Stockton Indepen UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA . . . set. Consult the bulletin board We will watch them carefully i
dent plant on North California Street; consequently, has had a recent eruption . . . for hours of operation. The Car they will watch us carefully, i
staff members spend a little time there. In certain sec and per usual it came from the negie set made its third annual somehow a bond will grow ami
tions of said plant, they have observed numerous large, male part of the student body. public appearance on Tuesday us and will create a week that
beetle-like creatures crawling over the walls, floors, Following is what they are fus evening. Miss Virginia Short act shall remember when we co
sing about : : : Quote—If the ed as program arranger and also back again to walk where
even flying to the ceiling.
It is rumored these beetles take the title role in that girls don't stop wearing pig tails performed the duties of commen have walked before.
we are going to stop shaving and tator during the program. This
notorious Mexican song, "La Cucaracha."
wear straw hats and take up hog- set is a possession we should be Being an avid admirer of
calling> 'cause pig tails may look proud to own.
Abner (he of the comic strip)
cute on little pigs . . . BUT . . .
an even more appreciative ad:
PACIFIC WEEKLY
on girls we just don't like them. Pacific Musicale presented Dean er of Daisy Mae we note i
. . . and if the gals persist in go Elliott in a program of piano mu no little feeling of unrest, 1
BOB CONAWAY, Editor
ing around like little pigs there sic by Edward MacDowell on November 8 has been set aside
Phone 9-9121
is nothing left for us to do but Wednesday. Next week Mildred A1 Capp, the creator of the si
call them in their own language. Marsh, violin, Jack Ligthart, cel as "Sadie Hawkins Day."
IRVINE SPRAGUE, Manager
(Hence the hog-calling.) So, wo lo, and Marian Sill, piano, will
Phone 8-8710
Now, in more than one uni
men, beware . . . Watch the way appear in some interesting trio sity and college throughout
you comb your hair ... or papa selections. James Kielty is acting land, "Sadie Hawkins Day"
1
will get mad and spank—Hmmm! as announcer and prepares the quite a celebration whether or
Sh
d
Fri
ay
durin
the
<a^i f
£
S
College year by the Pacific
script for the program. Euvelle it has the official blessings of
Student Association. Entered as second class matter October 24,
EACH JANUARY . . .
Enderlin and George Hyde alter universities and colleges. And
e
st
ckton
t ic£a a
*' °
>. California, under the Act of
March 3, 1879. Acceptance for mailing at special rate of postage the University of Denver cele nate in conducting rehearsals and it is such an excellent means
for in Section 103, October 3, 1917, authorized October 24, 1924 brates Adam-and-Eve Day. (No putting the show on the air. They enliving an otherwise dull
other details were given . . . but would appreciate student com vember, we would like to
ment on these programs. Don't some activity-crazy campus gn
it seems a trifle chilly to me.)
SUBSCRIPTIONS
forget this fine air feature each sponsor a day in honor of Sa
$1.50 A YEAR
Wednesday afternoon at 3:00 Not this year perhaps . . .
THEY TEACH . . .
from KWG.
sometime.
For Advertising Rates, Write or See Manager.
the students of Bakersfield Junior
College to play bridge the right The Stockton Symphony Or
Grimly we listened to a can
way. Yes, there is a class in it. chestra will be heard in the initial
acquaintance
expound the is
All
the
rules
and
regulations
are
Editorial Board
concert of the 15th season next
taught the future wives and hen Monday evening in the Stockton of the College of Pacific's fool
JEANNE DAGG, News.
pecked husbands of the town. It High School auditorium. Maestro team. Grimly we wagered 1
seems like a swell way to earn a Silva, who founded this organiza cents that the Staggmen wi
DON SEGERSTROM, Column.
unit or two. But then what would tion and has served faithfuly dur trim the Spartans from San J
BETTY MORRISON, Society.
happen to the haples student who ing each concert season, has ar Grimly we await the outcome
JACK TOOMAY, Sports.
Come on, you hungry Tiger
trumped his teacjier's ace , . . ranged an interesting program of
JEAN FULLER, Feature.
Ouch.
numbers by Glinka, Delius, and
DON JONTE, Photography.
Mascagni with Beethoven's Sev
FRANCES BOCEK,
DURING HOMECOMING . . . enth Symphony as the "big num Forum Has Its
BILL RAMSEY, H
day at San Diego State College ber." Miss Gladys Wong, a stud
PHYLLIS DODG
they are going to have a wheel ent in Stockton Junior College, First Meeting
MARY YAMASHI'
barrow race. The boys will pilot who appeared with the orchestra
the one-wheeled vehicles while as soloist last season, will be The first meeting of the
•-WATERS
some lucky little lady will go hear in a group of numbers.
rent affairs forum class wil
Marjorie Thatcher
ritfock, Rose Ann Chatton, Willa along for a free ride and act as a
held Monday in room 204 of
McDonald, Margo M
m Friend.
jockey. (Sounds more like hang Last week after orchestra re Administration Building. T<
Marjorie Boardm
Cra
•awford, Bob Auger, Wilma-lu ing carrots in front of a mule to hearsal, Horace Brown and "Pop' tive list of subjects outlined
Cawley, Marilyn
Ro
:oy Chrisman, Maryetta Curtin, make him go, to me.) But anyway Gordon put. their heads together Dr. Eiselen includes many
VIllbaum,
kr
Merle Esplen, Bet
Priscilla Keefer, Eleanor the girls had to be of a certain and from the aspiring group of topics.
Louthian, Daren M
The course is still open t(
irles Orr, Alice Hall, Jackie Easby, weight and everything . . . you student directors selected George
Jaysee students desiring to
Weldon West, Geo,
id Tom Bowe.
(Continued on page 3, Column s) (Continued on page 5, column 1) ister.

Roach Hunt

By BILL RAMSEY
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Tricks Introduce
Mew Professors
Real Heads Are Placed In
Comic Easel Cartoons

Five Pupils
Attend
City Meet
International Relations
Club Convenes Today

The International Relations
Carnival? No! It wasn't a sideshow, but a novel
of introducing the new professors and their wives Club will convene on October 24
to their colleagues at the faculty dinner in Anderson and 25 on the campus of the San
Francisco College for Women on
Hall last Tuesday evening.
Lone Mountain in San Francisco,
Easels with cartoons drawn upon them were placed with five Pacific students attend
at the east side of the room. The*—
ing.
characters of these pictures were
WAR PROBLEMS
amazing for they had holes in the
Problems of international im
places where their heads should
portance will be discussed. Among
be. However, it wasn't long until
those on the program for roundthis tragic element was eliminat
table discussion are United States
ed by the apeparance of the faces
and a World at War, the Western
of those teachers being introduc
Hemispherei Problems of the Ori
ed.
ent and Europe and the Future.
CARICATURES
First contact with the recently
During the two-day convention
Accompanied by piano ditties
by Mrs. Ellis Harbert and puns completed transmitter was made students will attend the discus
and jokes by theit sponsors, the Friday evening with Bill Weiss, sion group most interesting to
victims were grinning and blush W7HIK, Portland, Oregon, by them. After the meetings are ad
ing in the following caricatures: George Keddie, president of Kap journed, guests will be entertain
ed at banquets and dances.
Mrs. Howard Hopkins was hav
ing fun in a hula skirt while Miss pa Sigma Rho—amateur radio MANY ATTEND
Susanne Scheuer was balancing club. Professor H. E. Welch, club
Students from California and
on a tight rope. A clown looked trustee, has contacted Seattle, Nevada will attend this conference
suspiciously like Coach Larry Sie- Wash.
which meets annually to discuss
"All schools with receiving sets international relationships and
mering, and Mrs. Siemering was
one of the balloons ne was hold and independent 'hams' are urged problems.
to contact Kappa Sigma Rha,"
ing.
Appearing as a guest speaker
stated Welch yesterday. It is on on the program will be Professor
CAVE MAN
3841
KC
frequency,
with
hours
Miss Bernice Band was in a lit
Dale Fuller from the University
tle school giri's outfit while Mrs. from four to six.
of Denver. Professor Fuller will
Students who wish to get in also be a guest speaker of the
Roscoe Bancroft was an Alpine
yodeler.
touch with parents or friends via Public Affairs Forum on Tuesday
Mr. Ralph Wentz was a fireman radio may see Keddie or Welch at 4:15 in the S. C. A. building.
a la "Smoky Stover," rushing up and such arrangements may be
Those Pacific students who will
a ladder to rescue Mrs. Wentz made.
attend the conference are Mervel
from a burning building. Mr.
Hammill, Dave Condit, Allen
Clark Hallum made a super Al
Breed, Art Smith and Francis
ley Oop, caveman, chasing a but
Mackay.
terfly from which Mrs. Hallum's
(Continued from page S)
face protruded.
Major Hoople was portrayed by know, just like a real jockey .
Mr. David Greene; out of the Geeeeee some fun huh!
bunch of flowers he held appear
ed Mrs. Greene's face. Miss Essy I KNOW WHY . . .
Tucker was a little girl on a tri we beat the Cal Aggies. Want to
cycle.
know? Well, it seems they had a
DOUBLE DUTY
The October meeting of Phi
big rally the night before they
Another highlight of the eve came down here and at this rally Sigma Gamma, honorary modern
ning was the performance of Dr they had a MILKING CONTEST language society, was held last
and Mrs. Roy McCall. While she to see who was the best man of Monday at 7:30 p. m. at the home
recited with her hands behind her the lot And now for my theory .. of Dr. and Mrs. Steinhauser.
be (out of sight except for his all the football players tried so Amendments to the constitution
arms) gesticulated for her. There hard for the prize that when the were voted, and plans made for
was quite a contrast in her eve Mighty Farmers came down to the November meeting.
ning gown and the arms flutter- play the Tigers they were all tir
The meeting was then turned
big nervously about her.
ed out from pulling and such as over to Miss Gladys Hughes, viceust as the audience quieted that there—you know what I president, who gave a discussion
of four outstanding Spanish art
Hen'"*0!»rear the solemn song Mr. mean . . . don't you? Moral . ,
lt0n had started' he Heifers and football just don't ists, illustrating her talk with ex
£X^?
h®J,ed the pleased onlookers by mix. And you can apply that how amples of each artist's works. Dr.
faking out in a good jive piece ever you want to apply it.
Steinhauser showed some of his
tne Hut Sut Song."
slides.
SBTZ CHAIRMAN
The general meeting was pre
POME . . .
r E- bt. Nichols contributed
ceded by an executive committee
t ,, '
Before I heard the doctors tell
Many other memmeeting at 7:00 at which time the
be«
The dangers of a kiss,
1 the faculty participated.
year's program was discussed.
I
had
considered
kissing
you,
r?nd Mrs- Richard Reynolds
The nearest thing to bliss.
decorations committee
Ann Sheridan, the screen's
But now I know Biology
ai nh i Edward Retz was gener"oomph girl," attended North
And
sit
and
sigh
and
moan;
« chairman of the affair.
Texas State Teachers' College
Six million mad bacteria,
And I thought we were alone. and later taught school in the
(Just goes to show how too much same state.
science can sour a man's outlook
on life.) Seems like a guy can't
A" Winslow, Rosen- have fun any more without some
berJ *"*'
one finding something wrong
SPI-5; Prodess°r in public social
with it. . . like bugs—and things.
6
at
the
fornix
University of CaliTHEATRE *523
s
ea
catinn'
P h to physical edu- SOME PEOPLE WOULD CALL
rirvi c.rnai°rs at the assembly pethe next little item a mistake . . .
would you? Four hundred coeds
ei[hi.
dissertate on at U. S. C. waited for the occu
Todiv
Health, Yesterday, pant of an empty chair at the an
lema and Tomorrow," or "Prob- nual Y. W. C. A. freshman break
ntal. Health."
fast. The place card read: Miss
All p
to an ',E' maJors are requested Lee Phillips of Inglewood.
AMERICAS
taken
,the lecture- Roll will be
Then a message arrived . . .
DAHC1KQ yWtcTMEARTS
the
names
the nv, •
turned In to Dear Girls:
Committe?an °f the Assembly
It was too, too lovely of you
to invite poor little me to your
frosh women's breakfast—but in
my social position I just couldn't
attend.
Secretarial
(It was signed) . . .
5^ivil Service
MR. LEE JARVIS PHILLIPS,
p Higher Accountancy
School of Engineering.
j6e enaPloyment service.
Tsk . . . tsk—those engineers
again.
ffay

Contact Made
With New
Transmitter

Collegiana

Language Group
Discusses
Spanish Artists

E. Majors Attend
Special Assembly

SIERRA

Humphrey's
(Sinice 1896)

School of Business

California at Weber
Stockton

Paying his tuition at University
of Cincinnati college of law with
102 silver dollars, a student ex
plained the money came from his
sideline as a justice ef the peace.

i»h-i
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Essay-Contest
Sponsored
Students disagreeing with any
thing i« this column, or in the
entire paper, are invited to sub By Magazine

mit contributions to Tiger Rag.
Names must be signed to arti
cles, but will be withheld on
request.
FELLOW STUDENTS:
In view of last week's game
with the California Aggies, J have
a complaint to make. It's not a
minor matter, and I sincerely feel
that it should be brought to the
attention of the entire student
body.
We have a fine group of men on
our ball club, and they showed
us in the opening of the game
that they are capable of playing
good ball, but aren't there eleven
good substitutes on the bench
also? Why must our stars be
played the whole sixty minutes,
while these men sit on the bench?
Those boys were r-e-a-l-l-y tired
Friday night.
There's no excuse for such a
thing. It's not fair to the boys on
the field and it's not fair to the
boys on the bench. It was easy to
see on these players faces, as they
came in one minute before the
final gun, that firty-nine minutes
of hard play is not good winning
technique.
You can't expect a high score
or a smashing line with eleven
men too worn out to click. In fact
I doubt if we would have scraped
out a seven to nothing victory if
a few fresh men hadn't been sent
in. I would like to point out that
the touchdown was made by a
fresh man.
This isn't the objection of a sin
gle student. The rooting section
stressed its opinion very plainly.
It isn't often you hear a rooting
section cry "fresh men," "substi
tute," "give 'em a rest," or change
from the old chant "We want a
touchdown" to "Let's fall down to
a touchdown."
I'm not razzing the varsity;
rather I admire their fortitude
for sticking it out. Don't you
think it's wrong to put the whole
responsibility of the game on 11
men? I do.
H. F.

Subject Is "Washington's
Foreign Policy Today"
"George Washington's Foreign
Policy Today" is the subject of
the $1500 prize essay contest be
ing conducted by ScribnePs Com
mentator Magazine and open to
any citizen of the United States.
AWARDS

The contest, which closes De
cember 1, offers eleven cash pri
zes. The first is one thousand dol
lars. The essay must not exceed
3000 words, must be typed, and
double spaced. Awarding of pri
zes will be based upon clearness,
consciousness, research and sin
cerity. Announcement of winners
will be made through the maga
zine in December.
Scribner's Commentator, ob
tainable by subscription only, is
the national magazine planned
and edited solely for the safety
and future of America.
CONTEST DETAILS

Full details of the contest may
be obtained by writing to Scrib
ner's Commentator, Lake Gene
va, Wisconsin. All manuscripts
should be addressed to the con
test editor.

Capacity Crowd
To Witness Game
San Jose State has reserved all
the seats except one section on
the 10-yard line on the east side
of Baxter Stadium for its fans
and rooters against the fray with
the Tigers. All the seats on the
Pacific side are sold down to the
20-yard line, and a record crowd
is expected to fill the stadium to
capacity.
All seats are reserved for this
game.

Tiger Rag comments are
printed as the opinion of speci
fic students,, and do not neces
sarily conform to the views of
the editors.
Movie actress Frances Farmer
once won a trip through Russia
in a college essay contest.

Groceries
Poultry
Vegetables
Fruits
Meats

A Team Loaded With Stan

ARROW
gET these three Arrow
Ail-Americans —
•MOW MITT _ its non-wilt
'slope" collar never needs
starch, yet stays fresh all
day!$1

Gaia-DeMi

American and Channel

A T R O W G O R D O N — just
about the best-liked, bestwearing oxford cloth here
abouts. $2
A R R O W T R U M P — its soft,
"slope" collar breaks longwear records! $2

Fox (ALIFORHM
SUNDAY

"Sergeant York"
Starring
GARY COOPER
and
JOAN LESLIE

ICE
COAL
WOOD
FUEL OIL
DIESEL OIL
STOVE OIL
CEMENT
LIME
BRICK
PLASTER
SAND
ROCK
GRAVEL

Sanforized-Shrunk, fabric
shrinkage less than 1%I

Yost Bros.

• STYLE STORE TOR SZVT EN •
*»

320 E. MAIN ST.
'ot ARROW SHUTS

YOLLAND
&

FUEL

ICE
CO.

INCORPORATED

Telephone 6-6966
Stockton, California
Office:
830 S. California

p-
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Trip the Light
Fantastic?
They Did!

SOCIETY
BETTY MORRISON, Editor

ARCHITES DIP AND SIP

Cheerful faces of Halowe'en
pumpkins peered forth from cor
ner, stair and window last Friday
night to welcome Archites and
their guests to a "spirited" eve
ning of fun and dance.
The Tigers victory over Cal.
Aggies kept the ghosts of gloom
and sadness on the run, but did
not diminish hospitality toward
our rivals from Davis, who made
this a true inter-collegiate social
function. Between dances, refresh
ments were served downstairs in
the "Knotty Pine Lounge."
Some of the bright spirits pres
ent were: Jean Beatont Jane Gor
don, Pat Bell, Leila Harliers, Lil
lian Kahan, Elvera Perrin, Paul
ine Davis, Dottie Bartholomew,
Barbara Sutliff, Grace Dais, Carol
Cole, Jackie Judge, Barbara Sul
livan, Jerry Bryan t Barbara Mc
Kenzie, Sue Gerich'Dorothy Uriz,
Joan De Martini, Jean Pendergrass, Priscilla Keefer, Bette
Hunefeld, Betty Jean Otto and
Iola Whitlock.
Escorts were Bob Brodbint, Gus
Morton, Allen Sherman, Ken
Berthe, Philip Baer, Bob Dewey
Ken Hastin, Karl Baldwin, Bill
Thomas, George Cline, Bill Hune
feld, Ed Fay, Art Smith, Neil
Rogers, Dick Schneider, Leon Petrell, Joe Nerondej Les Tully,
Harry Tremain, George Davis,
Weldon West, Bruce Moorehead,
JANE GORDON, AL PECK, and MYRA LYNN are
Joe Thornton, Francis Williams, seen in the knotty pine lounge at Archania, enjoying the
Bill Hanson, AI Trobbe and Bill
frolic which took place last Friday night. Cal. Aggies
Maring.
Patrons and patronesses were were guests of the fraternity.
Dr. and Mrs. Roy McCall, Mr. and
Mrs. Edward Betz, and Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Hunefeld.

Sunday Saw Pledges
Making Social Debut

Miss Pierce
Honored at
Tea Sunday
Miss Pierce, popular teacher and
Archania's house mother, will be
honored at a tea next Sunday af
ternoon from 3:00 to 5:00 p. m.
in Archania. Specially honored
guests will be the mothers and
fathers of the members, many of
whom will be coming far for their
first visit to the fraternity.
The guests will be received by
Miss Pierce, Bill Hunefeld, house
president; Mrs. Hunefeld, presi
dent of the mothers' club, and
Dick Schneider, vice - president.
Honoring the serving table will
be Mrs. E. C. Stewart, Mrs. Tully C. Knoles, Mrs. Phil Beaton,
and Mrs. Charles Rose.
Mrs. David Smith of the Moth
ers Club is the general chairman
for the tea. Helping her is Mrs.
Earl Jackson in charge of refreshmentsi Mrs. Charles Rose in
charge of music; Mrs. J. F. Blynn
in charge of invitations, and Mrs.
Zeigler in charge of decorations.

Frosh Club Plans
Hallowe'en Party
Pinning tails on donkeys and
bobbing for apples are only a
few of the characteristics of the
old-fashion Hallowe'en p a r t y
sponsored by Frosh Club to be
held next Wednesday in the
S. C. A. building.
After an hour of fun and re
lieving the "good old days," Doc
tor Ralph Eckert will lead a
discussion on "Why Do I Do
What I Do?"

Welcoming guests into the can-' •and the six pledges: Dolora Gal
die-lit interior of Epsilon was lagher, Doris Johnson, Margaret
Lynn Warner. Eloise Smith, Stimman, Pearl Steiner, Jackie
president; Mrs. Graham, house Judge, and Barbara Boyes.
Presiding at a tea table fes
mother; and Jane O'Connor, vicepresident; stood in the receiving tively decorated with a center
line and introduced guests to piece of brightly colored fruits
Anne Arnold, Pat Boyton, Doris effectively arranged were Mrs.
Hanson, Sonja Hayward, Bette Herbert Welch and Mrs. Marc
Hunefeld, Betty Kinner, Roberta Jantzen. Incidental piano music
Madden, Elaine Peterson, Cragie was played throughout the after
Lee Powell, Anne Shirwood, noon by Miss Julia Borba, Miss
Marion Smith, and Iola Whit- Jessie Hannay, and Miss Grace
lock; the new pledges of Epsilon Dickman.
Lambda Sigma.
General chairman of the tea
The house was simply, but im was Ethel Stark. Working on
pressively, decorated with unique decorations were Claire Sandflower arrangements of which rock, Armgard Relman, Julia
Ruth bidden was in charge. Borba, June Steege, and Margo
Chairman heads who worked to Mclntyre. In charge of refresh
gether with Barbara Laddon, ments were Rosemary Strader,
chairman of the tea, were Lois Doris Wudell, Joyce Boege, AlBugbee, Jackie Easby and Denise faretta Bryson, and Grace Dickman. The clean up committee
Zapherson.
Mrs. Cencirulo, the former was comprised of Jessie Han
Marge Nickols, and Mrs. Lyle, nay, Lucille Wilson, Julia Borba,
the former Zora Jean Goundy, and Claire Wilkens.
both alumni members of the ALPHA THETE
Nineteen new sorority misses
house,poured. The tea table was
set with a lovely lace cloth upon were introduced to campus so
which was found a beautiful ar ciety by Alpha Theta Tau last
rangement of chrysanthemums, Sunday afternoon. Guests were
met at the door of the house by
cat tails, and thistles.
Virginia Spencer who introduced
TAU KAPPA
A horn-o'plenty decorated in them to the members of the re
autumn colorings of red, yellow, ceiving line, Betty Behney, Mrs.
and orange, bouquets of mari A. H. Turner, and the pledges.
Chairman for the afternoon
golds, red-hot-pokers, and zinnias
together with colored candles was Muerl Walter who planned
provided the formal setting for (Continued on page 5, column 3)
Tau Kappa Kappa's pledge tea
last Sunday afternoon from 4:00
to 6:00 p. m.
Guests were received by Miss
Gloria Hopps, president; Miss
Myra Linn, vice president; and
Miss Ellen Deering, housemother,

HEADQUARTERS
FOR REFRESHMENTS
ON THE CAMPUS

THE CUB HOUSE
Operated by
—Associated Women's Students
—Employing Student Help
"Where You Meet Everybody

Wherever
EYE
MAY
ROAM

"Behind the
Eight Ball" at
Alpha Thete

Alpha Theta Tau's annu
-Chocolate Party will be held \
morrow night from nine to oi
at the sorority house.
This certainly will be a busy
This year the theme is "j
week-end with homecoming and
hind the Eight-Ball," with a
everything, so here is something
propriate bids and decoratioi
that will make it a little more
in honor of the sorority's pledg(
interesting. First of all we want Alice Boyer is general chairm
to congratulate the sororities on for the dance, being assisted |
their pledging. Speaking of Marge Patmon and ja
pledges I imagine most of you Thresher.
went to the teas. Did you no
Faculty guests for the even],
tice how the Omega Phis took
after the Rhizltes by coming in will be Dr. and Mrs. W. T. An]
Mr. and Mrs. T. E. Connol]
a body? . . .
and Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Spam
It seems that Jane O'Conor ing. Music will be furnished ]
has been visited frequently by
Herman Sapiro.
Fred Holden? and she doesn't
Included on the list of coup]
seem to mind it a bit. . . . Seen
together last Saturday night coming to the dance, a
were Clint Ward and Barbara Barbara Morrison and Bob Bar
Onyette. . . . Don't you think ley, Muerl Walter and Bi
that Vicky Corbett is awfully Monagan, Phyl Hamaker ai
cute? ... I guess it took Bar George Moeller, Alice Boyer ai
bara Albertson to make Bill Han Wilfred Traphagen, Corinne Si
son finally break down. . . . gle and Les Dow, Joan di Marti
Did you notice the cute girl Ga and Ed Fay, Leslie Knoles ai
vin Mandery was with last week- Bob Ijams, Aimee Arbios ai
en? I hear she is from his Roger Cross.
Barbara Sutliff and Bill Hut
home town. . . .
feld, Barbara McKenzie and,
Rumors have it that Marge Trobbe, Jane deWood and Hoi
Thatcher and Freddy Van Dyke ard Smith, Marge Lee and Jo]
are now going steady. . . . Why Dennis, Betty Carter and Fr
is it that so many of the old mont Kingery, Jerry Bryan ai
couples are breaking up? Is it Russ Gibeson, Scott Beatie ai
the boys or is it just the time of Lloyd Hebbron, Betty Catto
year? . . . Have you noticed A1 and Ed Leven, Betty Behney ai
Marotti and Doris Woods to Manuel Belitsky, Sally Jon
gether. ... It seems that Dick and Jack Dozier, Jane Thresh
Cowger hasn't forgotten his old and Joe Mitchell, Aileen Bolti
love after all. Isn't that too bad and Bill Allen, Virginia Speno
for you Edith Quinn. . . .
and Bert Chance, Marge Patau
We understand that Fremont and Stan Rutherford, Mary L
Kingery was introduced as Mr. Nunan and Bill Scott, Dot Hi
Character at Epsilon last Sun and Tom Bowe.
day. . . . Maybe it fits; who
Nancy Brackett and Ja
knows? . . . How did you enjoy Beckett, Florence Vines ai
Freddy Martin's music, Irving Fred Johnson, Ardys Sible ai
Fritz and Scott Beatie? . . . Seen Paul Holme, Billie Sherman ai
at the game last Friday night, Bob Britt, Maryetta Curtin ai
Sam Parshell and Hilma Hill. Gus Gronwaldt, 'Sue Gercich a:
. . . Sorry to hear that Jane Bill Maring, Barbara Thompsi
Hoxy had to leave school be and Howard Staples, Bever
cause of illness. . . .
Blodgett and Frank Wilson, Be
Why is it that so many girls erley Crofton and Frank Be
want dates with Willy Boyarsky? sac, Marian Gregson and Jimii
Come to think of it I wouldn't Lyons, Ha Ruth Mathews ai
mind one myself. . . . Why is Jimmy Kaffen, Frannie Ban*
it we never see Jerry Winters and Bill Barnett, Barbara 0
with a member of the opposite den and Joe Kegler.
sex? ... A familiar face seen
on the campus last week-end was
that of Glen West. ... It seems
that Bob Atkinson is devoting All-College Meet
too much of his time to social
The All-College Honor Sod?
activities, youll never get to be will hold a breakfast at 7:30 a'
Student Body President that o n N o v e m b e r 1 . I t i s t o b e a n t
way, Bob. . . .
tiation and greeting for new W
bers.

SAPIRO PLAYS
AT DANCE
The last PSA dance to be held
before Christmas vacation will be
given Saturday night, November
1, in climax to Homecoming
week.
Herm Sapiro will furnish the
music, and dancing will be from
9 to 1. Admission will be by stud
ent body card as per usual.
Alumni and faculty members
have been invited.

HIGHLAND
PARK
East side of Pacific,
Castle Street

Pacific Furrier and
Weavers
2315 PACIFIC AVE.
Fur Remodeling
Garments Made to Ordef
Will Weave Any Material

Weaving Taught
I

between Alpine Avenue and

PRIORITIES
Are being given on structures built for rentals.
PACIFIC
AVENUE
lots are an ideal location for multiple buildings.
HIGHLAND PARK
is in the best rental district in Stockton.
PROXIMITY
of the College insures continuous rentals.

See JOHN KESSEL
Highland Park Tract Office, 2930 Pacific Ave.,
or Dial 7-7748
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C.O.P. Faculty
To Present
Recital
Teachers Contribute
To Homecoming Day
The first Faculty Recital will
be presented as another feature
of the Conservatory which will
lend artistry to the homecoming
festivities. Miss Miriam Burton,
pianist, and Mr. Jo Henry Welton, tenor, will be the featured
artjsts with Dean Elliott as ac
companist in an interesting pro
gram next Tuesday evening at
8:15 o'clock. The program fol
lows:

I.

Holberg Suite, in ancient style,
Grieg.
Prelude
Sarabande
Gavotte
Air
Rigandon
Miss Burton
H.
Vittoria Mio Core, Carissimi.
Star Vicino, Rosa.
Una Furtiva lagrima (L'Elisir
d' amore) Donizetti.
Mr. Welton
HI.
The Dance of Olaf, Pick-Mangiagalli.
Nocturnal Tangier, Godowsky.
Bolero, Turnia.
Miss Burton
IV.
When I Think Upon the Maid
ens, Michael Head.
Vignettes of Italy, Wintter
Watts.
Naples
Ruins of Paestum
Ponte Vecchio, Florence
Jonah and the Whale, MacGimsey.
Mr. Welton

MUSIC NOTES
(Continued from page 2)
Hyde as the director of the Little
Theatre orchestra. With the op
ening show, "The Man Who Came
to Dinner," only two weeks away,
Mr. Hyde immediately scheduled
a rehearsal. Best wishes to you
and your orchestra for the com
ing theatrical season.
Faculty members of the Con
servatory will be heard in the
first "live-talent" recital of the
school year. Miss Burton will open
the recital with the Holberg Suite
by Grieg. J. Henry Welton will
serve up a group in Italian style
with Dean Elliott at the instru
ment of many strings (and keys.)
The next course will find Miss
Burton returning wearing a "bo
lero" to do the "Dance of Olaf."
Signor Welton will give us our
just "dessert" with a "head" idea
?f the maidens, and "Wats" do
ing with "Jonah and the Whale."
Come around next Tuesday eve
ning at 8:15. There's never a cov
er charge. Always good seats in
the "college loges."
: j— . |«
For the Northern Conference of
Congregational Churches conven
ing in Stockton last week-end,
Mrs. Harbert, Mr. J. Henry Wel
ton, and Nina Kline presented a
musical program Sunday after
noon in the Congregational
church.
COMING EVENTS
Nov. 4—First Artist Recital,
Mischa Lhevinne, pianist.
Nov. 18—Pi Kappa Lambda
Graduate
Recital.
Margaret
George, soprano; Bruce Handley,
baritone.

DINK BONFIRE
ENDS FROSH
INITIATION
Orange and black "dinks" were
joyfully hurled into the flames
of one of Pacific's largest home
coming bonfires last night sig
nifying the end of the fresh
men's initiatory period.
As usual the Thursday night
dance was held from seven to
eight in the gym, followed by a
rally in the outdoor theatre.
From the theatrea torch light
serpentine guided the audience
to the canal site of the bonfire.
Appreciation of the co-opera
tion given by all participants,
especially that of the Pacific
band, was expressed by the Rally
Committee.

Touchdown
Scored at
Manor Hall
Football reigned supreme at the
football kickoff dance held in the
Manor Hall lobby following the
C. O. P.-Cal. Aggie game Friday
night.
Orange and black and blue and
yellow crepe streamers divided
the lobby into a football field.
Some of the dances included The
Kick Off, The Huddle, Time Out,
and Touchdown.
Patrons and Patronesses in
cluded Mr. and Mrs. Bob Burns,'
Mr. and Mrs. Chuck Warmer and
Mr. and Mrs. Art Farey. Mr! and
Mrs. William Morris were guests
of honor.
Among those attending were
Dorothy Dewey, Bill McCormick;
Kathleen Secara, Jim McConer;
Frances Williams, Henry Orweller; Dixie Howell, Brad Schaefe,
Betty eJan Hellbaum, Jim Pow
ers, Elizabeth Meikle, John Camica; Jean Schooling, Ken. Rogers;
Elois Swain, Jack Friend; Con
stance Slater, Richard Briggs; La
Verne Schon, Irwin Lauppe; June
Hanscom, Bill Kennedy; Lynee
Rileyt Bob Bovey; Roberta Thom
as, Harold Walline.

LINDBERG'S
tuxedo barber shop
Par Satisfying Haircuts

Amateur Hildebrand Gives
Talk on "Ham" Stations
Lon Hildebrand — W6QUE — of
Stockton spoke about his experi
ence as a radio "ham" at the
Kappa Sigma Rho meeting Tues
day evening. Hildebrand also
discussed with club members the
Army traffic net. He suggested
ways and means for the club to
get into one of these nets, which
consists of handling messages on
amature basis with Army pro
cedure.
HOME STATION
Hildebrand was home station
for the message relay system
carried on by the Pacific Death
Valley expedition two years ago.
This service was discontinued
last year by the F. C. C. because
of European war conditions and
the subsequent emergency in this
country.
SERVICE PROGRAM
As a part of their service pro
gram Kappa Sigma Rho aided
at the football game Friday night
by announcing where tickets
could be bought, what gate to en
ter and where to pay the tax.
According to President George
Keddie the club plans to continue
this practice.

Pledge Debut
Made Sunday
(Continued from page 4)

floral decorations of gardenias
and sweet peas and refresh
ments of mock-face salads. She
was assisted by Phyl Hamaker
and Corinne Single.
The new pledges of the sorori
ty are Beverly Blodgett, Nancy
Brackett, Barbara Bristol, Vera
Broder, Barbara Cadden, Maryetta Curtin, Beverley Croften,
Patsy Curtis, Sue Gercich, Meryl
Ann German, Jackie Horn,
Gloria
Kimber,
Ila
Ruth
Jaysee Student
Mathews, Barbara Onyett, Bar
Marries Sergeant bara Quinley, Billie Sherman,
Ardys Sibole, Barbara Thomp
The engagement of Miss Na- son, and Florence Vines.
dine Prothers to Sergeant Fletch
er Dee Harris was told at a
Approximately 70,000 college
dinner at Tiny's, October 15.
students this year hold scholar
Miss Prothers attends Stock ships valued at more than $10,ton J. C. and is a member of 000,000.
the Household Arts and Science
Club. She is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Prothers and
granddaughter of Mrs. Lula
GOBBLIN CAKES
Bunds, all of whom are from
Stockton.
And All Kinds of
Sergeant
Harris is from
Doughnuts
for Your
Hemet, Calif, and is now sta
Hallowe'en Party
tioned at Mather Field.
Guests at the dinner were the
1904 PACIFIC AVE.
Misses Prothers, Lorene Azzaro,
DIAL 3-0801
Ilene Conard, Roberta Conrad,
Janice Craig, Virginia Doane,
939 N. YOSEMITE
Margaret King, Erma O'Connor,
DIAL 2-0401
Jeannette Pleau, Elizabeth White,
and Nadene Yelland.

TUXEDO PASTRY

Former student Robert Swendeman is now employed by the
Westvaco Chlorine Products Cor
poration in Newark, Calif.
University of Minnesota Flying
club has trained more than 400
students as fliers without acci
dent of any kind.
Nevada and Utah are the only
states in which there are no liv
ing alumni of Emory university.

Ben Franklin Stores
"The Best in Variety"

L. C. EYER
1902 Pacific Ave.

ON PACIFIC AVENUE—

Radio Man Is
Club Speaker

COMPLETE LINE
OP
SCHOOL SUPPLIES

Rooter's Caps
Still Await
Buyers

Annual Colfax
Conference
rooter's This Week-End

"Hi there, got your
cap yet? You haven't!! You'd
better make a dash for the Ad
building with your 85 cents."
Conversation aside, these caps
are swell and-add a lot of color
at games. Frosh Should especial
ly be interested in buying them
after throwing their dinks in the
bon-fire last night (mustn't
catch cold!)
Statistic, in the middle of the
week, showed 60 caps sold with
70 still on hand. If more are
needed, they may be ordered in
time for the Fresno game.

Fans +0 Get
Grid Special
Arrangements have" been made
for a Rooters' train to Fresno,
November 11, for the C. O. P.
Fresno State game. It will leave
Stockton around 2:30 in the af
ternoon, arriving in Fresno at
5:30.
A group of Fresnans will be at
the station to greet the Pacificites, and a noise parade to the
campus will follow. After the
game, Pacificites will leave at
11:15 and get back to Stockton
about 2:30 a. m. There will be a
dance car on the train for recrea
tion.
To get the train, there must be
170 tickets sold, but the goal is
300 Pacific rooters. With a 15cent tax the total round trip tick
et is $2.65.

Chapel Observes
Homecoming

In accordance with the Home
coming theme, Tuesday's chapel
program will have the homecoming-chapel theme within it
self. As usual, the hour will be
10:40 a. m.
Sunday, November the second,
the annual homecoming service
will be held at the Central
Methodist church. Dr. Tully C.
Knoles, president of the senior
college,will be the speaker of
the morning.

FRIEDBEfiG£R*S

Featuring

won. tbh Memo 00-H
JSWE3.BM

Representatives from Mills Cot
lege, Stanford, University of Californiat College of Pacific, and
other schools will attend the an
nual Colfax Conference today, to
morrow and Sunday at Colfax,—
The program consists of panel
discussions and entertainment.
Those attending from here are
Bill Kennedy, Essey Tucker,
Frances Watson, Tom Koshyama,
Eleanor Powell, Dr. Eckert, Doris
Johnson, Irene Hoerner, Paul
Craven, June Hanscom, Harold
Walline, Claude Young, Dolora
Gallagher
LaVerne Lauritzen,
Marion Sill, Tom Stephens and
Paul Berger.

Meikle Becomes
Orchesis Head
The formal initiation of girls
joining Junior Orchesis will be
held within the next few weeks
according to Elizabeth Meikle,
newly elected president of the
organization. "It will probably
be held at Miss Mae Shaw's
home," she said.
Other officers elected at the
first meeting, October 15, were
vice-president, Marian Combess;
and secretary-treasurer, K a y e
Woodall.
Junior Orchesis meets every
Wednesday at 7:15 p. m. with
Senior Orchesis, a nationally af
filiated dance sorority. As a rule
members of Senior Orchesis are
chosen from the junior society.

FORTY-NINE DRUG CO.
Main & EI Dorado. Ph. 2-4S9r.
Poplar & Yosemite. Ph. 2-514!!
E v e r y t h i n g to be found i n
First-class Pharmacy

WATCH FOR

BIG CONTEST

See the Weekly for
Further Details
In the Meantime

DRIVE IN AND SEE
SANDY
COLLEGE FOOD
AT
COLLEGE PRICES

COMPLETE STOCK OF. XMAS CARDS
NOW ON DISPLAY AT

"THE HOUSE OF GIFTS"
Select them early this year while our stock is still complete.

50 for $1.00 With Name Imprinted

POTTERY AND GIFT SHOPPE
2119 PACIFIC AVE.

PHONE 2-2112

Do You Want a

$800,000 Market ? ?
Students of the Stockton Junior College and the College of the Pacific spend
approximately this amount in in Stockton every year on

• LIVING COSTS
• TRANSPORTATION
• CLOTHING
• ENTERTAINMENT
The PACIFIC WEEKLY is the olficial paper of these students

For Information Dial 9-9121
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Thirteen Pupils
Arrange Stunts

raveling Air
Corps' Board
o Hold Exam

THIS HERE FISH

Rally Committee Has Many
Tasks Besides Assemblies

Army Plans To Train
15,000 Officers By July
f The Army Air Corps' traveling
•flying cadet examining board will
meet at College of Pacific In.
firmary Wednesday, Thursday
and Friday for the purpose of
interviewing and examining ap.
plicants for appointment as Fly.
ing Cadets. The Air Corps contemplates training at least 15,.
000 officer pilots by July of next
year.
REQUIREMENTS
The requirements for appoint,
ment are:
1. Candidates must be be
tween the ages of twenty and
twenty-seven.
2. Must be unmarried.
3. Must be male citizen of
Seen listening to Dr. J. It. Arnold on a recent Bio the United States.
4. Must be in excellent health
logical department field trip to the Monterey Peninsula
are a group of Stockton Junior College students. Arnold and sound physical physique.
5. Must have completed two
is displaying a small shark to the group.
While on the trips the groups visited the Fisher years of college or pass a writ
man's Wharf at Monterey and the shoreline around the ten examination.
peninsula.
DOCUMENTS NEEDED
In addition all applicants must
bring the following documents
with them:
1. Birth certificate.
2. Three letters of recom
mendation.
3. Transcript of c ol 1 e g e
credits signed by Registrar. Ap.
plicants born outside the state
should send for their birth cer
tificates at once.
IN ADDITION
In addition to the regular ap
plications, it is the plan of the
Air Corps to accept applications
from students who will have suf
ficient credits at the end of this
semester, providing they are
otherwise qualified.

Clinical Club
Bucolic Peace
Shattered!

Forty-six Junior College and
Pacific students have signified
their intention of becoming char
ter members of a club to be orga
nized for pre-nursing, pre-medical,
and pre-dental majors. The
ground work for the organization
was laid at a meeting in Weber
Hall recently.
GET YOUR HAIR CUT AT
BOB'S
BOB'S BARBER SHOP
2008 PACIFIC AVE.

LOUISE HOWES
Designer

Formerly of Livingston Bros.
San Francisco

VALLEY
FLORAL CO

ANNOUNCES THE OPENING OF

THE LOUISE MILLINERY SALON
2049 PACIFIC AVENUE

DISTINCTIVE
CORSAGES"
109 N. Sutter
Phone 4-4618

Rainbow Donut

Shop

Our Hallowe'en Line Is the Largest and
Most Complete We Ever Had

Under New Management

On Pacific Avenue

Masks lc to 25c—Costums 25c to $1

ON THOSE COLD NIGHTS
TRY OUR

Pacific and Castle

ALSO Wigs, Make-up Kits, Noisemakers, Hats, Ser
pentine, Confetti, Table Decorations, Party Favors,
Games, Candy. In fact, everything you need for
that party. Also complete line of everyday needs.
Why not shop on PACIFIC AVENUE?
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Tigers Eke Out Win
AGS FAIL
IN LAST
SECONDS
It took a dog-tired Pacific Tiger
exactly 59 minutes and 10 seconds
to break the Cal Aggie Mustang
last Friday night. The final score,
marking the Tiger's eleventh
straight Aggie victory, was one
touchdown and a conversion to
nothing.
However, four thousand spec
tators swore this touchdown
would never come. The Tigers had
spectators convinced they weren't
going to score. Why?

Basketball Is
Next In
Intramurals

Page 7

Cubs Go Crazy

SPARTAN SPARK

JAYSEES
THRASH
MENLO

Volley-ball, Tennis Are
Finished; Track Coming

That pony backfield got frisky
last Saturday night, rolled 397
yards from scrimmage against
the Menlo Oaks; thumped them
soundly 32-6.
It was announced this week that
NEW CLASS
two rounds of basketball will be
A fortnight ago the Tiger Cubs
played each week, games start
were a slow-moving, unco-ordinating promptly at 4:30. It a team
ed assembly of good football
is not ready for play at 4:30, the
players; last Saturday with Wardt
game will be automatically for
Grahlman and Johnson carrying
feited. Beginning Monday, Oct.
and Brusa blocking there was
27 West Town will meet Manor
suddenly lots of class and preci
BEST TEAM
while the Dorm Dare Devils take
sion.
They had rolled up over 300 on Omega Phi. Tuesday, the 28th
Ward and Grahlman scored
yards to their opponents 65 yards finds a single game between Rhitwice
each. Substitute Fullback
on the ground and in the air zomia and East Town.
Ed Tott got the other touch
they had made five times as many
The Omega Phi boys will again
down on a 37-yard run after he
first downs as the Aggies, they play Wednesday against Archaintercepted a Menlo pass.
had played practically all four nia, while the two Thursday
TOUCHDOWNS
periods in Aggie territory, and matches will be run off between
Grahlman scored for the Cubs
they had completed 15 passes out West Town and Rhizomia and
early in the first quarter. He
of 30 attempts, an excellent .500 Manor vs. East Town.
plunged over the weak side from
average; yet the scoreboard read
The hoopsters nave some good
the two yard line, just three plays
0 to 0 with but a minute to play. competition for the sinker cham
after the Stocktons had downed
With three minutes to go, the pionships as all teams are putting
a poor Menlo kick on the visitors'
Tigers had a first down on the out plenty.
twenty-five.
five yard line. Next it was two RELAYS RUN
.. .Later on in the same quarter.
yards to go for a touchdown.
Mixing early track with Paci
Ward faked to Grahlman and
They raced both ends, with the fic grid contests, eignt of track
Johnson took it himself and
net result of losing the ball on Coach Jackson's dasn and dis
crashed his way nine yards to
the six-inch line. The Tigers by
The picture shows CHET CARSTEN, San Jose State's pay dirt. Then in the middle of
inches had missed another of tance men gave a relay exhibi
those golden opportunities they tion last Friday night at the Cal. hard-plunging fullback, getting ready to pitch a for the third quarter, after spark
Aggie
game.
ing a 65-yard drive, Ward calm
had all evening, and it looked
The first team, composed of ward. Carsten has the highest yards-per-try average ly turned the Menlo left end,
like the first tie game in the
on
the
Spartan
team.
ran eighteen yards untouched
17 year history of Aggie-Pacific Conaway, Earley, Hunt and Lowry won by three yards from Cowand crossed the payline stand
battles.
ing up.
But the Aggies were out to win arrd, King, Oaks and Muller. In
PACIFIC TOPS
and in the waning minutes took cidentally, Lowrey, anchor man
MORE SCORES
to the air. Ward intercepted their of the first four boysi ran the
Grahlman got his second touch
CONFERENCE
second toss on the thirty, and then fastest 880 of his career, clipping
down in the middle of the second
on the next play Pacific's Cami off 1:59.7.
The College of Pacific Tigers quarter after Menlo fumbled and
Hunt also hit a 53 second 440
ca, who had been pitching and
held undisputed first place in the the Cubs recovered on the Oaks'
By
JACKIE
JUDGE
with
Oaks
running
in
a
little
less
conecting all evening fired short
disintegrated Far Western Con 27-yard stripe.
Star Miler Wes Miller picked
one to Brown for tei> yards. Camference this week off their two
Ward got three at tackle,
ica to Brown for another first up approximately S yards on Noised around school this week
wins over Chico State and the Cal Grahlman was stopped, but
Lowery
running
a
1:59
half.
down on the Aggie 10 followed.
Ward got nine, then one more
Groans and moans from the Aggies.
With forty seconds remaining, the These relays made an exhibition
The Wildcats and Mustangs are on straight plunges. On the next
touchdown play came when Cam- at Friday's game and will be women's P. E. department, as the tied for second with a win and a play Grahlman picked his way
ica flipped a rifle-like pass to continued throughout the sea gals found out you have to go loss for each of them. Humboldt straight down the middle for
swimming regardless of the wea State was a poor third with two fourteen yards and tfie tally.
Vernon Warkentin who stagger son.
ther. Poor Peg Bigham was being straight losses.
ed across the goal line. Ward split
Menlo reached into the end zone
the uprights squarely and the kick-off and starting from their driven crazy by queries of "Do I
By the record then, with only late in the second quarter, when
own
thirty-five,
it
was
once
again
HAVE
to?"
and
remarks
like
i
game was cinched 7 to 0.
Humboldt still left to play, the Bobbie Anderson climaxed a 75Until the score only four sub all Camica to Brown. An eleven Darn! I've used up by two cuts Pacific Varsity has the confer yard sustained drive; pushed the
stitutions had been made during yard gain by Camica's toss to already." The whole problem was ence title sewed up for another ball over from the 2 on a smart,
the whole game, and the boys on Cook started the Tiger drive. An remedied by a fast and furious year.
quick-opening quarterback sneak
other down the middle, and still game of water polo. Any black
the field were obviously tired.
executed from the T.
another, resulted in the Tigers eyes apeparing on the fair sex
SLAUGHTER GOOD
POTT'S TROT
One of the men who remained having a first down on the Ag are probably a result of the wea STOCKTON IS
Tott made his sensational in
ther,
not
an
unseen
door.
twenty-five
where
Brown
was
on the bench, except for the open
terception
and runback when
ing few minutes was Keith forced out after a nice run down
FIFTH IN LOOP
there were only 10 seconds left
Slaughter. But while he was off the side-line. Two running plays
We hear that the recent Mon
in the game.
the bench and on the field he took Pacific to the 19 and after day night soirees are paying off
The Stockton Junior College is
Add two conversions off the toe
two
incomplete
passes
the
Tigers
really rolled. He went around the
in dividends. Some of our lady fifth in the Northern California of Stockton's guard, Stan Hunter,
right end on the fifth play of relinquished another scoring op stars are going into big time. El- Junior College Conference with a and you have the complete scor
the game for thirty yards, being portunity.
vera Giorgi is among those slated record of no wins, one tie, and ing.
In the early part of the to try out for one of the local one loss in loop competition.
forced out on the Aggie thirty.
The aerial attack of the Cubs
On the next play it was Slaugh fourth quarter the Aggies made women's squads. From all reports,
There are six teams in the con was flawless. Grahlman flipped
ter through center for four yards, their deepest penetration into scintillating Dorothy Uriz is real ference. San Mateo is in first a long toss to Orsi that took the
again for three yards, but a third Pacific territory. It was to the ly good. Our campus basketball place with two wins, no losses. ball sixty yards down the field
down pass and a fourth down lat Tiger 45-yard marker and they team may engage in intercollegi Sacramento is second with one and another to Dunaway for 22
eral pass play failed and the Ags got that far by recovering a ate games. Plans are already afoot win against no losses. Modesto more. None of these pitches fig
took over.
fumble. Gavin Mandery quick to pay a few visits to Mills and and Salinas are tied for third
ured in the scoring, however.
ly broke up further invasion other nearby colleges. It would be with a win and a loss each.
A quick kick set Pacific way
The only team that has a
back on their own twenty-five threats by intercepting an Aggie nice to see a team from Pacific's
San Francisco Junior College
pass and returning it to mid- campus defeat Stanford San Jose, worse ranking than Stockton is
as the quarter ended. From this
with a tie and two losses.
field. Then Camica completed a or Cal.
point they worked up to the
pass to Ward, who went to the
"ty, with Brown and Camica
twenty-two, Mandery rammed
Speaking of women's intercol
eading the attack. Since both
through center for a first but legiate sports programs, an ex
teams were forced to punt niidtwo incomlete passes nullified change paper called the SPORT, d most of the second quar
the Tiger's march.
LIGHT has made its appearance
ter, it was largely a kicking
in the gym. Most of the news is
Jtel between Meyer of the Ag- FRANTIC MINUTES
Then came the wild last three from the East 'cause the paper is
jPes and Brown of the Tigers.
. f?Wn consistently got away minutes. The Tigers' had lost the published in Ann Arbor, Michi
y beauties, and always down ball on the six-inch line and it gan. A recent article had to do
ere on the ball was the eve- looked like a scoreless deadlock. with the development of women's
pj''^ Same captain, Aron Reni- But a pass interception, three sports. Early dancing classes were
completed passes in a row, gave frowned upon and exercise con
the Pacific Tigers a 7 to 0 with sisted of calisthenics done smooth
^ASS COMBO
ly to the tune of "Yankee Doodle."
Pacific received the second half seconds to spare.

CO-EDS IN
SHORTS

GRAND
ICE
CREAM

SIBLEY E. BUSH
2302 Pacific Avenue

SMILING SHELL
SERVICE
football Schedules

Take Her a Box of

LET US HELP YOU PLAN YOUR SPECIAL

or Send a

HALLOWE'EH PARTY DESSERTS - - -

HAAS FRESH GAHDY
Tony Wons Hallmark
GREETING CARD

ROSE'S TUXEDO PHARMACY
THE REXALL STORE

2002 Pacific Ave.

The DELTA Manufactures a Large Variety of Individual
Molds, Pies, Cakes, and Puddings All Made With Ice Cream
and Decorated for Your Particular Occasion. Ask For One
of Our Catalogs.
Phone 7-7095

1928 Pacific Avenue

'age 8
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Tiger The Big-game!
Tracks Tigers-S.J.S.
By JACK TOOMAY

Touchdown Chemicals
Bright and instantaneous in the
hearts of Tiger Cubs this week
was a simple determination.
Tomorrow that determination
will react into intense effort as
the Tiger Cubs face undefeated,
untied, unscored-on San Mateo
Junior College. Tremendous is the
Bulldog reputation and ability;
but tremendous also is the deter
mination of the Tiger Cubs.
For mathematician Larry Siemering last week had construct
ed from intangible and hypotheti
cal factors a scientific fourth di
mensional equation for victory.
He had found that Bob Ward and
Hal Grahlman equal touchdowns.
And alchemist Larry Siemering
this week has been crouched over
an immense and fiery cauldron of
witches' brew which contains
eleven basic elements, mixed and
fused and fermented at white
heat to form a powerful potion.
And Medico Siemering all week
was injecting steadily increasing
doses of this potion, which causes
gridders to be overcome with a
frenzy of fight, into his Tiger
Cubs.
And Astrologer Larry Siemering
was searching the heavens for his
good luck star.
Because tomorrow afternoon at
two of the clock in San Mateo
county, Man-of-Destiny Larry Sie
mering has a rendezvous with an
upset . . .

Plant Tiger Poppies

.

For these two waggle-legged
ball carriers who ran wild last
week in their respective games.
(1) Keith Slaughter, Tiger
tailback, who rambled thirtysix yards from scrimmage in
the first quarter of the Cal Ag
gie game. He carried the ball
six times, had an average of six
yards a fling, yet didn't see any
action after the first quarter.
(2) Bob Ward, Cub halfback,
who rates as one of the finest
ground gainers in the confer
ence. He unravelled a mere 167
yards from scrimmage all by
himself against Menlo, and has
a seasonal ball-packing average
of 6.4 yards a carry.

The Long Starvation
The Grand Old Man has never
beaten San Jose State; the Ben
gal tigers have not beaten them in
ten years.
Ten years without the meats of
victory makes for a very hungry
Tiger, makes also for a Tiger
weak from undernourishment.
And tonighti as far as anyone
can tell, will 'not end the long
starvation. For the Spartans are
prepared to eat again; the table
is already set; the great feast is
ready to be served . . .
The Spartans have everything.
And more besides. They have a
big, fast experienced line, two
teams of them. They have a great
backfield, full of good passers and
runners, good kickers. They have
a squad full of experience and
savvy, full of the feeling of vic
tory.
In sixteen straight starts they
have never dropped a game.
But the people around here
have been thinking lately; they
have been thinking that San Jose
might have forgotten how hun
gry you can get in ten years.
The people are remembering in
their own shy way that a tiger
that has been hungry for ten
years is due at any moment to
go completely and wildly berserk.
The people realize that tonight's
Tiger is leaner and hungrier than
ever before; they realize also that
after such a long and terrible
starvation, the Tiger is liable to
go mad.
The people are hoping for a
little madness.
Humboldt State occupies the
Far Western Conference cellar at
the present moment.

Square-off

San Jose Is Favorite
To Crumble Pacifies

DARK STAR

Cubs Battle
Undefeated
San Mateo
Bulldogs Use Perfect
Slate With Stockton
The

unpredictable

Tiger

Cubs

and

The war of nerves, with campus lawntheir slip-hipped pony backfield will face
burning, painting, and hair-cutting, has
San Mateo Jaysee's undefeated football
ended and the main armies are slated to
eleven in the Bulldogs' stadium tomorcome face to face tonight.
row afternoon.
The battle is set for 8 p. m. in Baxter
The San Mateans, last years A ConThis is AUBREY MINT
Stadium, the home encampment of the
feated this season but untied and un.
ER,
th
Sparta
n's
great
College of Pacific Tigers.
The invaders, the San Jose State Spar Negro half-back, who keeps feated this season but united and un.
tans, are as usual moving in with a great the San Jose offensive in scored-on as well. They have run up 81
points in four games.
undefeated outfit. During the past four high gear.
The only team that both the
years the Spartans have lost*
Bulldogs and Cubs have played
only two games, and in the past
decade that Pacific and San Jose
is Salinas Junior College, San
have met on the gridiron, the
Mateo trounced them 20-0; the
Spartans have not lost a game.
Cubs booted the game 13-7.
THE BIG GAME
BULLDOG BOYS
With such a winning game
If you have a slight tendency toward superstition,
The Mateans boast a hard-run
record, the invading Spartans ex you may suspend this little incident on some hidden ning backfield; they have a good
pect to meet little opposition in hangar in some discrete corner of your mind. Then, if kicker; nothing is known of
the 1941 defending army from
their pass attack as it has not
C. O. P. But it is the Big Game you wish, you may say it is an omen.
been needed so far this season.
But
we
would
advise
you,
especially
if
you
believe
in
of the year for both institu
The main offensive threats
superstition,
not
exactly
to
call
it'
tions and in such a game, regard
nothing gradual about the groans of the Mateans are big, clever '
less of previous years' scores, an omen until K comes true .
Remember that lots of people at all. They were simply groans. fullback Phil Corbin and highhave read the writing on the wall
class punter and ball-carried
The mechanical marvel had
and lots of people are quite sure stopped.
Tom Ellis. Main defensive
NO LINE-UPS
that this little incident is not an
Like ag reat invisible ghost
player is tackled Fred Boensch,
Because both teams fore
omen at all, but just a something. the omen soared up out of the
who has been repeatedly lauded
cast drastic changes in the
bowels of the lizzie and spread
SPARTAN BOYS
for his smart diagnosing of
starting lineups at the last
(A something is a thing that is out over the crowd and choked
plays.
minute, and because the
not an omen, yet still maintains back the words of the crowd.
WEEKLY does not propose
SCOUTER
TALKS
And the Spartan undergradu
too much importance to be called
to print undependable line
Stockton Junior College scoutates
came
out
and
pushed
the
a
nothing.)
ups, the names of the start
But look. Last week the San lizzie off the field. And today er,. Ken. Stocking, stated with
ing players of tonight's grid
Jose
State Spartans played Hard- the undergraduates are% think finality and without hesitation
classic between San Jose
were lavishly assuring that the ing that the lizzie stopped when that San Mateo's football team
State Spartans and College of
and were lucky to get a tie out it shouldn't have stopped.
is at least as good as its scores
Pacific Tigers have been
And they are thinking that the indicate.
of the fracas. But that's neither
withheld from publication.
here nor there, for there was an sports writers have lately been
Stocking stressed also that
incident during the half-time that calling the San Jose State football the Bulldogs develop any mis
the underdog always goes into completely overshadowed any team a mechanical marvel.
takes of their opposition into
the battle with nothing but a thing that the game itself pro
A PROPHECY
touchdowns for themselves. He
victory on its mind.
duced.
And into their inhuman brains
The Tigers are at full
You see, Spartan undergradu comes a shockingly human fear. continued, "If the Cubs intend
to upset the Bulldogs, they
strength for the Spartans.
ates, so much like human un
And thereby lies the tale of the
Coach Stagg plans tentatively
dergraduates, like to do things omen suspended on the hanger in must make no mistakes. Fur
Up brown; do things up before the secluded corner of your mind; thermore they'll have to Work
to start the same line-up that
very hard all the time. Es
they should be done up . . .
opened the Cal. Aggie game
cherish that omen well, because it
So the Spartan undergradu may blast the legend of the me pecially the line; they'll have
last Friday night. Willie Boyto work. To win they'll have
ates got an old car.
arsky, Pacific's great end, is
chanical marvel into myriads of to spring Ward loose for long
They got a sledge hammer shimmering Tiger stripes.
in good shape now and is ready
gains with regularity. They'll
and banged it against the car
to stop San Jose's tricky, re
have to mix their plays up;
to make it look older.
verse end runs. In fact, the
have to have better, cleverer,
Then they painted it up
whole Pacific line is vastly im
more daring quarter-backing
brightly.
proved for it stopped the Ag
And what they got was what
than they have ever had be
gies cold last Friday night.
they wanted; a gaudy old tin
fore. But they can do it."
It will have at center Les Dow,
lizzie.
a three-year veteran, at tack
JAYSEE BOYS
les will be Klapstein and Reb- CONSTRUCT MARVEL
The Cubs have several things
Now their scheme took form.
ple, and Ijams and Johnson
in their favor. They are riding
Though
the
activities
of
other
They
went
over
the
bumpy
tires
will fill the opening guard
teams are locally eclipsed by the a wave of confidence after their
slots. Playing opposite end to and dumpy engine, saw to the advent of the annual immensity of 32-6 debacle of Menlo. With
Boyarsky will be Les Cook, a bearings, the cylinders, the steer- the Spartans-Tigers fracas, the passer Grahlman who can also
ingi saw to the quantity of gaso
glued-fingered pass snatcher.
line. The lizzie looked bad; but its other teams are nevertheless pro do a lot of running, ball-packer
ceeding through their various Ward, wing-back Johnson, and
SKY COMBO
mechanism was flawless.
blocking-back Brusa as running- j
The Spartan undergraduates schedules.
Johnnie Camicia, the Tiger's
mates in the same aggregation, ;
Like a great invisible ghost FUTURE GAMES
ace pitcher, will start at half
This week marks mid-season for the Cubs boast the best back-1
back, while the other half-back lizzie was good for five hundred
most teams; the bigger, tougher field in the conference.
|
post will be held down by John thousand miles yet.
Now they got more paint, and games begin now and continue on
Brown. This pair is dynamite.
through November for most of
Brown snags those Camicia began painting. They painted with the squads.
tremendous
brushes,
but
also
with
passes in addition to reeling off
These future opponents of the
many a yard on power plays. tremendous delicacy. Proud of College of the Pacific will play
Calling signals at the quarter what they were doing were these the following teams this week
back spot will be Clint Ward Spartan undergraduates.
For soon they were finished end:
whom Coach Stagg says "does
Fresno State, the Tigers'
and before them was a lizzie with
a very nice job." Mandery will a sign on it that said ON TO most strenuous rival besides
be at full, and Kieth Slaughter STOCKTON. And all this time the San Jose, will play a California
will see plenty of action tonight undergraduates were lavishly as Intercollegiate Conference game
as well.
suring that the lizzie was good for Saturday night with San Diego
The Spartan's will be lead by five hundred thousand miles yet. State in San Diego.
The Tigers are scheduled to
a Negro lad playing left-half—
Now the moment! The halfAubrey Minter. He is the San time of the Hardin-Simmons - San meet San Diego State on Decem
Jose safety man and has a Jose State game! They started the ber 5 in the border city.
dazzling speed and a deceptive lizzie, the mechanical marvel. It OTHER TEAMS
Santa Barbara State, November
It wouldn't be football season
change of pace. In addition to rolled out onto the stadium track,
22 opponent of the Tigersi has a
Minter, the Spartans have the mechanical marvel. It chug non-conference home game to without Chrysanthemums and
flowers. For the
eleven other veterans on this ged blissfully along the ground, morrow afternoon with the power Corsage
game,
we
have lovely Mums
year's squad. Most of the re the mechanical marvel.
ful, independent Nevada Wolves. for 25c. Smaller ones for 15Cturning Iettermen are linemen. IT STOPS DEAD
Nevada was beaten in the last
There was cheering, gradually seconds last week, by Fresno
See BILL HUNEFELD or
The captains are big Bob
Haniill who is a defensive giant diminishing. Then talking, gradu State.
Dial 2 6550
and Ed Wenber a hard and ally softening. Then silence, grad
Humboldt State, who moves
vicious tackier. The former ually terrorizing. Then groans, into Baxter Stadium on the sec
plays tackle while the latter
ond week of homecoming, has
6 yards a play for the Spartans a breather this week with the
is an end.
The Tiger's chief worry to last season. He carried the pig Santa Clara Frosh. The tpM
night will be that little left skin over 60 times, too, so he is will be played in Eureka if|»!
half, Mr. Minter; he averaged going to be a hard boy to stop. day afternoon.

Something Broke the Lizzie;
Can Anything Break Sparta?

GRID-DOPE
EXCHANGE

w

